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WORLD’S FIRST CANNABIS SUPERHERO!
Welcome to the 45th Anniversary Captain Cannabis® Wish Book, a catalogue of the ever-expanding Captain 
Cannabis universe.

With cannabis legalization pending in the nineteen-seventies (Canada) budding comic book artist Verne Andru 
mixed a laze-about character with intragalactic-weed-derived-superpowers to create Captain Cannabis, 
the world’s first Sensi-Super! The official copyright for the comic book followed on April 20, 1977, that 
registration being the first 4/20 in recorded history!

Centred around a current-era fantasy-adventure, we follow Hal Lighter on a collision course with a military 
black-op gone wrong over a stash of intragalactic pot from the 1947 Roswell UFO crash; Hal needs it to 
become superhero Captain Cannabis to fulfil his mission; black-op need to put the genie back in its bottle before 
that happens.

A product of the nineteen-sixties underground comic book movement, Captain Cannabis is an indie original. 
Verne grew up in back in the day and caught the comic book bug from undergrounds Head Shops sold at the 
time; disliking mainstream offerings he created Captain Cannabis to merge great art with great story.

Industry suppression, culture and drug wars closed down Head Shops making distribution impracticable; during 
the eighties and nineties drug-war years it was impossible to get anything with cannabis in the title, like Captain 
Cannabis comic books, listed in stores. As a work-around the latter part of the story was issued as a feature 
film screenplay, comic book and DVD set under the 420 brand.

Impediments relaxed as jurisdictions moved to legalize cannabis circa 2012. We published the original 
Captain Cannabis comic in a 40th Anniversary edition in anticipation of Canada’s 2018 legalization. The second 
book, also a 40th Anniversary release, followed in time for legalization and removal of so-called crime comic 
provisions from the criminal code; possessing for sale a comic book depicting a crime, which all superhero 
comics do, had previously been a criminal offense punishable by two years imprisonment.

In 2019 we celebrated with the introduction of a line of jewellery and clothing followed in 2022 with the 420 
YOYO and Captain Cannabis No. 3 comic book.

45th Anniversary releases include the first in the Captain Cannabis 
Stash Graphic Novella series, long awaited paperback edition of Captain 
Cannabis: 420 Feature Screenplay and Outside The Box, a collection of 
mind-bending quotes collected over the course of production.

Moving forward watch for story chapters coming out as new comic books 
in the on-going Captain Cannabis® series. Books are being assembled 
and released as graphic novels and movies in a modern adaptation to the 
publishing model used by literary great Charles Dickens.

Thanks for joining along and we hope you enjoy the ride.

© Copyright 2023, Verne Andru, All Rights Reserved, Moral Rights Asserted. Verne, oKee.comX, The Ultimate Hit, Sensi-Super, Your BC Bud, 420 YOYO, YOYO logo and Captain 
Cannabis Shield logo are trademarks of Verne Andru, Captain Cannabis is registered (CDN TMA1064383). 



CAPTAIN CANNABIS NO. 1 - 40TH ANNIVERSARY ---------------------------------------------- $ 9.95

Language: English; written and illustrated by Verne Andru
Pages: 24 period-correct black & white
Size: 6.62” x 10.25” / 169mm x 260mm
ISBN: Book 9780973885156 / Digital 9780973885163

What’s inside: 40th Anniversary edition includes an updated release of the original Captain Cannabis comic 
Roll Me Another One, its official 4/20 copyright certificate and part 1 of Angel, another story by Verne with 
some art by George Freeman (Captain Canuck/Marvel artist).

Captain Cannabis No. 1 opens on young Hal Lighter contemplating a recently found glowing joint after a 
hard days work. He’s short of a light but hopeful best friend Marion will arrive shortly with a spark of her 
own. Unfortunately she is the victim of a home-invasion that sees her drugged and removed at gun-point 
by mysterious black-suited agents. Unable to help Hal strikes up the glowing weed only to find himself 
transformed into Sensi-Super Captain Cannabis to try and save the day.

CAPTAIN CANNABIS NO. 2 - 40TH ANNIVERSARY -----------------------------------------------$9.95

Language: English; written and illustrated by Verne Andru
Pages: 28 period-correct black & white
Size: 6.62” x 10.25” / 169mm x 260mm
ISBN: Book 9780973885170 / Digital 9780973885187

What’s inside: updated 40th Anniversary release of second Captain Cannabis comic and part 2 of Verne’s 
Angel sci-fi thriller.

Captain Cannabis Part II, Roll Me Another Just Like The Other, is 22 pages with Verne returning on story 
and art. It picks up the story as Captain Cannabis spins out of control from the mysterious joint he puffed. 
Caught in a surreal nightmare, he confronts his innermost demons while Marion’s resolve is put to the test.

Angel 2 continues as Angel Turner’s survival gets increasingly perilous after her space shuttle crash lands on 
an alien planet. Six previously unpublished pages from Verne with fellow Captain Canuck and Marvel artist 
George Freeman returning on inks. 

CAPTAIN CANNABIS NO. 3 ------------------------------------------------------------------------- $ 9.95

Language: English; written and illustrated by Verne Andru
Pages: 32 period-correct black & white
Size: 6.62” x 10.25” / 169mm x 260mm
ISBN: Book 9780973885194 / Digital 9781999478308

What’s inside: 24 all new Captain Cannabis story pages plus an 8 page 420 YOYO Guide!

Titled YOYO this issue picks up the story as Hal recovers from his cosmic-pot-induced near-death-
experience. He frantically searches for the rest of that joint but he’s not alone; agent Ralph Bukster is also on 
the case to retrieve the cosmic reefer, part of a stash of intragalactic weed from the ‘47 Roswell crash. This 
issue bridges the original No. 1 and No. 2 (now 40th Anniversary issues) with the second half of the story 
found in the 420 series.

A stoner-friendly YOYO Player’s Guide rounds out this issue giving you everything you need to get the most 
from your Captain Cannabis 420 YOYO including Trouble Shooting and advanced YOYO tricks!

captain cannabis® Comic Book Series
This series starts with 40th Anniversary editions of the first two Captain Cannabis comic books from the 
seventies. True to its underground comic book roots, the story follows Hal Lighter after he finds intragalactic 
weed that transforms him into superhero Captain Cannabis. Series will include 24 comic books, 8 graphic 
novellas and 8 feature films with material from 420 making up the second half of this epic heroes journey.
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Transparency on Amazon

Each 420 YOYO is protected by Amazon’s 
Transparency product serialization 
service. The YOYO pillow-box comes 
with a unique code that helps prevent 
counterfeits & lets you:

•	 Scan code with Transparency App 
(iOS or Android),

•	 Authenticate the product,
•	 View unit level information.

Transparency empowers and builds 
trust. Amazon scans each Transparency-
enabled code to ensure only authentic 
products are shipped; app shows green 
check mark if code is valid, red X if not. 
As well, you get access to unit-level 
product details, including manufacturing 
date, manufacturing place, and enhanced 
product information.

CAPTAIN CANNABIS® 420 YOYO ------------------------------- $ 19.95

Language: English; written, illustrated, designed by Verne Andru
YOYO size: 2” (55mm) x 1.25” (34mm)
Pillow-box size: 5.25” x 3.75” x  1.75” / 135mm x 97mm x 40mm
UPC: 767531521588 / ASIN: B09HQ6L916

What’s inside: Fun and games companion to Captain Cannabis® No. 3 comic book, this eco-friendly 
laser-engraved wooden ball YOYO comes with everything you need to start chilling including:

•	 2 cotton strings - 1 x Fixed String (attached) + 1 x Slip String,
•	 4 page stoner-friendly 420 YOYO Guide,
•	  Collectible Pillow Box with Amazon Transparency code.

Trouble-shooting guide and YOYO tricks found in companion to Captain Cannabis® No. 3 comic book.

Captain Cannabis Stash Vol. 1 - Beginning of the End - GRAPHIC NOVELLA ------- $ 24.95

Language: English; written and illustrated by Verne Andru
Pages: 72 pages total - 64 art pages in period-correct black & white
Size: 6.62” x 10.25” / 169mm x 260mm
ISBN: Book 9781999478346

What’s inside: Beginning of the End is the first volume in the new Stash series of graphic novellas. Each 
volume collects Captain Cannabis story pages from previously published comic books into a coffee-table 
friendly package; Beginning of the End consists of Captain Cannabis No. 1, 2 and 3 in one continuously 
flowing story. Putting books in a single volume provides a more convenient reading experience. At 72 
pages the book is a much bigger read than a single comic but not enough to be called a novel, so novella 
seemed the most descriptive.

Captain Cannabis, the world’s first sensi-super, is manifested when Hal Lighter puffs an intragalactic joint 
that escaped the ‘47 Roswell UFO crash sparking a decades-long drag to snuff it out. Transformed into 
superhero Captain Cannabis, he’s Sensi-Super on a mission!

Graphic Novels
Captain Cannabis is an epic fantasy adventure told over a series of books and movies. Periodically comic books 
are collected into Graphic Novellas, Graphic Novels and special editions as part of the new Stash series.
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CAPTAIN CANNABIS: 420 DVD Set -------------------------------------------------------- $ 19.95

Captain Cannabis made his screen debut in these behind-the-scenes DVD’s based on Captain 
Cannabis: 420 Feature Screenplay. Normally DVDs are done after a film is complete but with a story 
so outside-the-box and the Internet revolutionizing everything we turned the process on its head by 
releasing working materials as they happened. Limited availability. Special order only.

What’s inside: 2 NTSC DVDs - Feature Animatic (2 hours 10 mins) & 420 (Extras & DVD ROM specials):

•	 Feature Animatic DVD: Version 1a (Proof of Concept Build) animatic of the Captain Cannabis: 
420 Feature Screenplay. This is intended to be a rough sketch and not the final film. Animatics 
are storyboards matched to rough audio used as a visualization tool.

•	 420 extras DVD: Starting with a feature-film screenplay the story was divided it into 13 chapters 
and storyboarded. The first chapter was inked, colored and published as the 420 comic book 
with this 420 DVD containing the bits created in the process, DVD ROM specials and more.

CAPTAIN CANNABIS: 420 FEATURE SCREENPLAY --------------------------------------------$ 24.95

Language: English; written and illustrated by Verne Andru
Pages: 116 pages total – 107 screenplay pages
Size: 6.62” x 10.25” / 169mm x 260mm
ISBN: Book 9781999478360

What’s inside: Paperback containing the complete 107-page screenplay as registered with the Writers Guild 
of America West (2005) and used for the first Captain Cannabis: 420 comic book and feature film animatics. 
Scripted during the drug-war years it is the latter half of the Captain Cannabis story arc.

Written in standard screenplay format it assumes a third-person point of view, like watching a movie; novels 
are often written first-person. Hal and Marion, the two human protagonists, are anything but heroes and that 
is part of the appeal as a waitress and a washed up roadie get mixed up in outlandish circumstances! Throw 
in a cuddly alien with superpowers and treacherous secret agents and you get an enjoyable read with an 
expansive subtext that mixes highbrow comedy and adventure with the rough and tumble sensibilities of the 
wrong side of the tracks. 

420

420 - Feature screenplay, DVD & Comic book
Created in the nineteen-seventies, active drug and culture wars made selling of anything with cannabis in the 
title problematic. In response Verne developed the second half of the Captain Cannabis epic as a stand-alone 
feature titled 420. He drew thousands of storyboards for the film, divided them into 13 parts and released the 
first 420 comic book during 2007 followed by webisodes, DVDs and streaming. With the launch of the new 
Captain Cannabis® series, starting with 40th Anniversary releases of No. 1 and No. 2, this 420 story material 
will appear as new issues in the expanding Captain Cannabis universe.

CAPTAIN CANNABIS: 420 Comic Book ---------------------------------------------------$ 9.95

Language: English; written and illustrated by Verne Andru
Pages: 22 color
Size: 8.40” x 10.70” / 213mm x 272mm
ISBN: Book 0973883707

What’s inside: The first of a planned series of 13 books based on the Captain Cannabis: 420 Feature 
Screenplay. With the series restarting from the 40th Anniversary releases of Captain Cannabis No. 1 and No. 
2 this and remaining books in the 420 series will be future issues in the new Captain Cannabis® series.

420 is a unique blend of science fiction, dark comedy and gritty realism that follows Hal Lighter as 
he gets caught up in the middle of an extra-dimensional turf war over the planet Earth. This issue 
finds Hal suffering ill-effects from using cosmic pot; he’s lost his job, his girl, his health, his memory and is 
hustling as a roadie when Marion reappears back in his life. 

For mature audiences.
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GET FASHIONABLE
We’re super excited about the new Captain Cannabis line of fashion and lifestyle accessories. Designed by Captain Cannabis 
creator Verne Andru they showcase Captain Cannabis’s iconic shield graphic with stylized leaf featured prominently.
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subject to change (which is the fun of it).
New cards are issued when something new is made. 

Cards are always subject to change, so variations 
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420 Shield Pin exclusively from Captain Cannabis®! 
Issued for CaptainCannabis.com’s 20th Anniversary 

(1999-2019), this classic antique silverplated pin is a 
timeless collector piece.

420 Shield Pin

Pin Measures 
30mm (1 3/16”)

Safe & Secure 
Butterfly Clasp
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CAPTAIN CANNABIS: 420 Shield Pin  ----------------------------------------------- $ 19.95

Finish: Antique Silver
Language: English; designed by Verne Andru
Package Size: 4” x 3” / 115mm x 75mm
Pin Size: 1 3/16” / 30mm

What’s inside: Measuring 30mm (1 3/16”) round, this 
classic antique silver-plated pin is held securely by a 
butterfly clasp.

Care was taken to ensure the 3D shield stayed true to its 
2D design maintaining proper curves and dimensions.

420 Shield Pin commemorates CaptainCannabis.com’s 
20th Anniversary (April 22, 1999-2019).

CAPTAIN CANNABIS: Shield T  ------------------------------------------------------- $ 25.00

Shirt Color: Black
Sizes: Check www.CaptainCannabis.com for latest selection
Language: English; designed by Verne Andru

What’s inside: Gildan Softstyle Ring Spun shirt adorned with the iconic leaf-shield from 
Verne’s popular Captain Cannabis comic book series.

Available in a variety of sizes including medium, large 
and extra-large.

A wide selection of similar Captain Cannabis Shield 
product, including hoodies and caps, are available for 
online purchase.

CAPTAIN CANNABIS: Trading Cards  --------------------------------------------------$ 5.00

Language: English
Package Size: 4” x 3” / 115mm x 75mm
Card Size: 3.5” x 2” / 89mm x 51mm
Card Quantity & Selection: Subject to change.

What’s inside: Random collection of Captain Cannabis 
Trading Cards. The first Captain Cannabis business card 
proved so popular it lead to a tradition of producing a run 
of cards, available with purchases and at conventions, 
whenever a new Captain Cannabis product is introduced. 
As cards go in and out of print the number keeps changing 
making these packs a great way to get a head-start 
collection that keeps getting bigger & better all the time.
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CAPTAIN CANNABIS: OUTSIDE THE BOX --------------------------------------------------------$ 24.95

Language: English; compiled, written and illustrated by Verne Andru
Pages: 216 black and white pages including source bibliography
Size: 6” x 9” /  152.4mm x 228.6mm
ISBN: Book 9781999478377

What’s inside: A mind-bending collection of notes and quotes covering a wide range of esoteric topics 
from astral light to clairvoyance, holographic theory, death and supernormal abilities that form the logic 
underlying the Captain Cannabis universe.

While researching the back-story Verne was faced with a fundamental question: if the Captain gets 
superpowers from cosmic pot brought by aliens, where do the aliens come from? For answers he set out to 
read everything on the subject leading to hundreds of books and papers, many long out of print. He wrote 
passages that struck him as outside-the-box of conventional thinking in a notebook which is reproduced in 
this paperback as notated in his own hand.

Special order only.

Special Editions
If a cannabis-inspired superhero wasn’t special enough we are producing limited and special runs of unique Captain Cannabis 
goods and services to make it even more exclusive for die-hard collectors. These products are limited quantity and not 
available through reselling partners. Check www.CaptainCannabis.com for current availability.

420

420 Limited Edition Signed & Numbered Artists Proof -------------------------------------$ 19.95

Limited Edition of 42 signed & numbered Artist Proofs of the first Captain Cannabis: 420 comic book.

Prior to doing a full offset print-run of 420 comic books a small digital run of 42 books were produced to 
ensure top quality product. Verne inspected, numbered and signed each of the proofs.

With only a few remaining and limited 
availability these are destined to be a prized 
collectable in the Captain Cannabis canon.

Language: English; by Verne Andru
Pages: 22 color
Size: 8.40” x 10.70” / 213mm x 272mm
ISBN: Book 0973883707

Special order only.

ROLLING PAPER - CAPTAIN CANNABIS NO. 1 - 40TH ANNIVERSARY -----------------------$ 19.95

While making the first run of Captain Cannabis No. 1 40th Anniversary comic books we made a special 
batch of 40 with a rolling paper stapled inside. Anyone familiar with the culture will understand the reference 
which we thought a nice gesture to the many who have given so much to keep the flame alive.

Language: English; written and illustrated by 
Verne Andru
Pages: 24 period-correct black & white
Size: 6.62” x 10.25” / 169mm x 260mm
ISBN: Book 9780973885156

Special order only.
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